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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 10, 1976

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL

MEMORANDUM FOR:

BOB ORBEN

FROM:

The attached newspaper clipping was returned in the President's
outbox with the following notation:
11

Any humor possibilities?

11

Please follow-up with appropriate action.

cc: Dick Cheney

•

- - - The New York nmes Magazine/February 8, 1976

..,.5.

By Russell Baker
T~
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Recently published material
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have women members of the with two huge hot- water
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but
he
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political disclosure, it is now
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vital to answer them with
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Who was the famous
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"horse· faced woman" who
swers to the questions Ameri··
and he was not elected to
was brought into· the White
a second term.
cans most commonly ask:
House nights during the Grant
Adm:nistration and led out
How often should . the
shortly before dawn through
ideal
President have sexual
Is it true that President
secret underground passages?
relations?
Zachary Taylor liked to be
spanked by older women? .
President Grant's famous
Never. It is painful for
"horse-faced woman" was not
parents to concede that their
a woman at aU, but a horse children have sexual relations
This is a base canard,
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which arises from the fact
and even more painful for
a woman.· Grant devi$ed this
that President Taylor was
children to concede that their
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known as "Old Rough and
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into believing that he was but · the most painful · thing
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thus- preventing them from
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ton once treated for an OediWhite House and empties out.
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been of Presidents who entertain
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Office?
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•
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this true?
may be left forgotten in secret side- the White House Drawantechambers for months. The ers," which will be even more
Anyone who knows how 'great amount of time avail- incredible than "Jaws," and,
hot it gets
Washington able to Vice Presidents for I hope, twice as· successful.
in July will realize that this adultery has always been bitWas President Madison
is nonsense. President Hayes, terly envied by Presidents, and
in fact, was an exceedingly is a major source of so much a regular subscriber to Playof the bad feeling traditional boy?
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who
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blushed when be had to go
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